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Introduction ——~.

As for previous-Conferences of African-Sta-tistici-ahs,

the ECA

secretariat invited statistical offices in the' region to send it a back
ground paper on their statistical work during the" 1-ast two years.'
■ ■

In response to this reequest, the statistical offices of 19 countries
and ofl the East'African Economic Community- have sent' -deports to the ECA.

These are sumraa'ri-zed below to'give' an idea of statistical development in
the

region" when

the Sixth Conference of ^ricah'iSiJatisticians raeete.

'-

-

■ ■'■

The following paragraphs deal in turn with the various :fieIds of;
statistics in the UAR,

Libya,

Algeria,

Morocco,

Mauritania,

Senegal,

Mali,

Liberia',* Ghana, Nigeria^ Qbngo^KinshaW, ■ ?&raT^af-H;he; Bast African. Economic

Community, Kenya/--Malawi,:- Mauritius, Tanzani-ar^Bb^s^rah'^,-11 ■•Lesotho . and -Swaziland,
■■■:;:AHhough;-'thes&^re only soine^1 of th;e Gbuntr-ies ^^tKe^^egioh,'' thea^

does give^ a-fairiy^ ^ob"d :idea of the endeavours" b;eiflgr';io3de affe developingstatistics

■

.

all

■ •

s

over Africa.

■ ..

;

y L i, T
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" ■'

••!*:.-; -;':.

■

;■.[.

'■■{'. r;J-

.:,„

■;,;...
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Organization of offijss

In the UAEj

x.d

:.o--ordination of activities

there has been no change in the structure of the Central

Agency for Public Mobilization and Statistics, during the last two years.! A
few new sections and divisions have, however* been set up to meet the growing
demand for statistics for the country's economic and social development.
Central Statistical Committee, consisting of 12 members, has been set
up to give technical opinions on the programming of statistical operations
and on co-ordinating the major statistical activities of the country's various
agencies in order to minimize waste, avoid duplication and spread the use of
statistical methods.

In Libyai

,

.

the Census and Statistics Department has been transferred from

the Ministry of National Economy to the Ministry of. Planning and Development*
This will doubtless contribut to the appropriate development of statistics and
to training the personnel needed by the country.
development plan,

As part of the national

a detailed five-year plan has been prepared for the -Census

and Statistics Department*

.

In Algeria, the statistical office is a sub-directorate of the general
directorate for planning and economic studies*
Because of the administrative
apparatus of the State this condition of subjection would seem to constitute
a handicap to the full expansion of statistical work at present.
In Morocco, the central statistical service has been converted to a
statistical division, which remains within the Ministry of Planning and Trainings
However, the departments of national accounts, publications and mechanical
processing do rot come under this division*
As

regards

committee,
the

the

co-ordination of statistical

composed of specialist sub—committees,

surveys,

a co-ordination

meets regularly to lay down

general programme of statistical surveys and studies to be held every yearo
In Mauritania,

the statistical office became the

at the beginning of 1968*

statistics directorate,

In Senegal* a co-ordination committee has been set

up to improve the co-ordination of statistics and avoid proliferation of
surveys.
Ho survey can now be held in the country without authorization from

this committee, the secretariat of which is provided by the statistics directorate;
In Mali,

the statistical office has four divisions,

including the central

processing section and five regional branches.
In Liberia« there has been no
change in the structure of the statistical office, but further re-organization is
anticipated,.
In Ghanat

of Statistics*

a committee has been set up to re—organize the Oentral Bureau

This committee's recommendations are far-reaching,

and if

applied will ensure that the Central Bureau of Statistics operates effectively
and makes a useful contribution to the

countryfs economic and social development.
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In Nigeria, the creation of 12 States from the four regions has involved

some re-arrangements in particular as regards organization.

It has been

necessary to open a statistical office in each of the 12 States,

In addition,

the Kaduna office is responsible for co-ordinating.the statistical work of

fivefof the six northern States..

. '

Because of the political situation, the Standing Committee on- Statistics
has not met since 1965. However, official and unofficial consultations have
continued, and medium-grade statistics staff have been sent to the planning

offices in the six northern States to collect and analyse, data"for these States.
The Federal Office of Statistics has also offered to assist these States in

publishing their quarterly bulletin and statistical yearbook.

In Congo-Kinshasa, the statistics directorate has been converted To a.
national statistical institute which is part of the Office national de la

recherche et du deVeloppement. is regards .co-ordination of .statistical wprk^
the .project for a national statistics council to promote the development of

statistics has now taken shape.

. v.."

,,

'.".",

The general office of statistics in Rwanda has made no change in its - ,. ■

internal structure but the Ministry responsible has changed
comes under the

and the office"now

Secretariat of State for Development Planning.

"In *he Eas* African Economic Community, the statistics department-.'has ■- .
become a division with two major sections, one dealing with current statistics
and one responsible for new statistical series. After discussions with tfe9. .
three national statistical offices concerned, it was decided to standardise .>
treatment..of. the activities of the Community's institutions as regards, economic

.accounts and the balance of payments.

In Ken^a,

■

1.

■

field collection of data is at present controlled by the

statistical department in Nairobi. There are how six provincial statisticaloffices, An information-processing section has been set up in the statistical

department.

The computer comes under another Ministry but its work is supervised

by an inter-ministerial committee to which the statistical departmenirbelongs.
As regards co-ordination of activities* the statistical department and the
planning department, which come under the'same ministry, have links that are
more than merely administrative, since many officials of the two departments

often work together on studies concerning either of them.

'

121 Malawi, the National Statistical Office was re-organized in 1967 in
accordance with three groups of subjects: economic statistics - agricultural
statistics - demographic statistics and special services* Its joint services
were divided into three grotfps: information processing - field work and
map-making *• general administration.

In Mauritius; tfe Central Statistical Office continues to work in close ~

collaboration with the economic planning office and provides special assistance
for statistical analysis."

E/CN.14/CA3.6/l5
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In Bots^na, an ir^c?.f-?.nt stage. :rn organizing statistic?! v;asreached in
1967 following the adoption of a law gpveraing the collection of".statistical
data,-and a Central Statistical Office has been set up.
Because of lack of .

staffs the work has had to be split up among the staff available, and no
progress has beenmade in the structural organization of the office.
Educational
and agricultural statistics are the responsibility of the statistical sections
in the appropriate ministries, but there is close unofficial collaboration
between them and the Central Statistical Office.

In Swaziland, the statistics office, which used to\be under the Finance ■

Ministry; was transferred to the Prime Minister's office in April 1969 to become

the-statistical department in the division of economic planning,
-•

Demographic and social statistics

In.ihe UAR .the-pilot-- survey of 1966 was followed by preparatory work, now

finished, for the population and housing census BpfredUlM for the "end of" 197.0.

This will be the ninth population census but the first"national housing census.
The data from the housing census on housing conditions, rents, etc., will serve
as the basis for further studies and programmes:by the public authorities in this
connexion.

'

■- ---

In Algeria, the work of

•'■•

analysing the population census has begun.

A

sample survey on general population characteristics. t?ased on the census: data was
held,
whicfc. -made it possible to learn-the-TesuitB^oT" the census fairly rapidly.

The report of the study, issued in four volumes for the, information of government

agencies, has been summarized in a single volume for wider circulation. Exhaustive
analysis of the census data is in'progress, and results from two deparetments
have already been published; the rest will follow at the rate of one department
a month.

It is intended to make a special study in 1970, also on the basis of the

census data, wjth, ar base unitt the household or'family and not'the individual.
lii Morocco, preparations for the population and housing census were made

in 1968 and 1969»

After the 1970 census, for a period of four years, further

surveys will be held to obtain further data oh. population characteristics.

^■n Mauritania, the results of the demographic sample survey are coming in
and may be published shortlyB

In Senegal, preparations are under way for a demographic sample'survey
designed -to provide basic information on population structure and movements.

The survejr will be nation-wide, and'will include.several visits with a smaller,
base sample so as to cover characteristics such as migration*
In Mali,

.

.

the study on demographic prospects has been pointed and work is in

progress on publication of the final feportJon the 1966 census'in Bamako..

A

preliminary project for the next population census is under consideration but
it is already apparent that external financial aid will be needed to carry it
out.

E/CN.H/CAS.6/15
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In ghana, the preliminary work for the 1970 population census has., been
intensified. Surveys have been made, to test, the/census documents. The work of

determining the count areas will soon be over, and it will bS possible toehold

the census as scheduled in March 1970,

.

r

:

-.

In Nigeria, the results of the 1963 population-count have been published.
Preparations are now under way for a survey on changes in place of residence ■
as a result of the war.

a

.

.,. .

,

;

...

..■■;..-.

.-;

In Coyo-KniBhaea, worfr is in progress on publishing:the results of a "socio-

economic sample survey held at Kinshasa in 1967-68. As part of- the projected'
surveys of the country's towns, preparatory work is already well advanced on

the town of _ Kikwit. During tfce year an: administrative count is being jnade for
the General population census.,, ^under, the, auspices of the -Ministry of the Interior,

In Rwanda, the annual administrative ,©eiisuses continue to supply the basic"

data for dem6;graphxc statistics.,-.A demographic,survey.may be held, with bilateral
assistance starting next December. ' .■ -,., ^ ?:,-.->■■. ■ ,:.

..■■£■;

-^

.''-:.

:;-■::■ n

<..-... i *

In-gen,xa> "a population census "was held in August 1969 and analysis of the

data 13. now ;j,n progress.

;-.;:>-

.

;-

--.

o

:

■.

-.'.v.:^.

•-

i,: the final-results of the 196^
population census were'published
nspation
were published in
S0 were the »'*^W"'afctti*^
four principal
.

-yXn Tanzania, analysis: df tPesul-^--at the:'l96f population census is sxnx

m progress, and the first volume of the report containing distribution of the

population by census area is now available.

to'hold a: general population census^in'

-^Lesotho, mechanical extraction of the 1966 population census data was

firus^el.at^he endof 1967, and it is hoped to publrfh the first feifflr*/t
census report :at the endof thisyear.

' '

-* "■

iag11^-^^' ^ Py
P^Uminary results
esults of the
the I966 population .census were
issued in.1967 and.the final
final report
report published
published in'
in'l^'^''"';
" ': '""
.

«+a^AJ ref"^s v^jl statistics, endeavours have beeri ma4e In theWt'o train "
staff for better data registration.

Particular importance is given"t^ the crude

live birth rate in framing birth control programmes. ' A list'oPv^aT^velts

covering the last thirty years has-been compiled and publisW,_;y "; _ * \. '

I^1968?,. I^ibva Passed:a-;new ilaw on the registration vital statlHtic-sVT>ut

only witji time, can it be: hoped to jj^cove the>iali^fo¥^hese':data.;

Al^riat it is estimated that 90 percent or bfrths/an^50 per 'cent

£tSTS!t^T&S1Gt6V*d: °To ^^setr thes^"'Wirtocaditei1 in the; registrationi Df
vital statistics, a sample: survey, coveringi60,GbO no^s'enold, was started in "
.. _ ,

,

-

- - 10 months and three visits at six—month intervals

will be made to each household.

xnxervais

E/CN.14/£AS.6/l5
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In Morocco, endeavours-at collecting vital statistics are continuing,
but progress is slow and the coverage rate of birth and death registrations
is still too low for.these data to<"be used as a basis for population projections.
For the moment the United Nations model mortality tables are being used.
In Senegal., progress has been made in improving the registration of vital
statistics, A system.of-secondary centres run by registration officers has
been set up.
The officers from these centres visit the small villages in their
districts every month. The number of births now registered is estimated, at

.60 per centj but the situation as regards" the registration';oT:"deaths is much
less satisfactory,

■

,

In Liberia^ a sample survey on the growth of the population was launched
early in the year: with bilateral technical assistance1. It is designed to provide
data on births and deaths, fertility, internal and external migration, distribute;
by.age and, sex.and other basic data connected with population growth." The sample
will cover;some 50*000 persons^ or nearly 4.5 per cent of the country's estimated

1968 population.

The preliminary results of thesurvey may be available in mid-

1970 and the final report will probably be issued at the end of that year.

In Nigeria, the work of setting up an exhaustive system for vital statistics
registration is still in progress.
In Congo-Kinshasa, a mortality survey was
held from March to May 1968j the data are still being analysed. In November 1968.

a permanent survey on natural movements and migrations ;was started in the Kinshasc-

area known as "extension Est".
The usual collection of birth and death sta
tistics continues in the provincial capitals.
In Rwanda,missions from the
prefecture collect information on births, marriages, deaths,and migrations every
month.

. .

.

.

In Mauritius, as in previous years, the vital statistics are compiled and
issued annually by the CentraL Statistical Office, in Tanzania. the-..quarterly
analysis of statistics on migratory movements is still being made.

In Lesotho, because there is no. system for registering vital statistics, a
demographic survey has been held to determine basic demographic rates. For the
mott«nt the results are still being analysed.

As regards health statistics, the UAR;publishes data on the distribution of

deaths by age, sex, matrimonial situation, etc. and by cause of death.
are used framing health programmes.

.

,

.- .

■

These data

In Nigeria, analysis of the documents for the compilation'of health statistic
is still in progress. ,in the Western State, qualified statistical staff have beer

provided for the Ministry of Health to strengthen the health statistics section*
In Congo-Kinshasa, efforts are being made to develop health statistics, using

the WHO work on medical infrastructure. In Kenya, little progress has been made
in this connexion daring the period under review. In Botswana, statistics on
patients and the various diseases treated are now available.

increasingly close

collaboration

In Lesotho,-there is

- between the Bureau of- the Statistics and

the Ministry of Health to improve the system of data collection.

<
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. As regards school

statistics,

estimates

of the

school-age population are

used in the. UAR to plan training, especially at primary and secohdary'levels. In
Mali, school statistics are compiled every year, as in the past? a survey, covering
five consecutive years to follow the development of school attendance is under
consideration

In Nigeria,- collection of data on schools continues-

Kinshasa,, the national

In Congo-

statistical institute is. seeking close?" collaboration with

the Ministry of Education with a view to improving school statistics,
the compilation of school

statistics

is now well

'in-. Kenya,

established on a routine basis*

*n Botswana.school statistics .series are now available;

based on 19^5 data.

In

Lesotho, the Bureau of Statistics and the Ministry of Education are eo-operating
.to improve, the quality arid scope of their school .statistics.
In Swaziland,,,,
.

statistics have been compiled for the 1967-68 school year; for 1968-69, 'a fuller
statistical analysis has been made,

1968 will be issued shortly.

and a short report on school statistics in

..

. •

As far as legal statistics are concerned Ghana has decided to develop
legal statistics in conjunction with the courts, prisons and police.
CongoKinshasa is. now making efforts to compile legal

4*

Employment statistics

infrastructure statistics.-

. „

In UAR, a sample survey on labour was carried out in I968-69.

It was

designed to provide derails on the, size,of the economically active population-and
the total potential labour, force, and its. distribution according to "various
characteristics.

.

.

.

.

■:

.

In Algeria, there are several sources of information for employment.
The
annual industrial survey.is used for this purpose, supplemented by a special
survey held every spring among a sample of firms using five or more salaried
workers,

;

covering employment,

salaries and hours

of work.

An attempt has, been made to analyse employment matters from the:, population

census data, but the scope,of this.analysis remains limited.

In 1967* ,a sample

survey which may be considered as a supplement to the census was held, covering
a sample of ;10,000 households,: half of which were renewed every months The data
are still being analysed and the results will be available only much later.
In Morocco,
employment data are still being collected but they remain
incomplete and do not yet ,cover the v/hole employment situation.
An 'employment
survey

is

therefore under consideration.

From late I967 to early 19^8,

a sample survey"among firms was hel&~in

Liberia.
One of the aims of the survey was to provide data on employment and
its distribution according to sex, nationality, sector of activity and
geographical location.
Since the survey was made, the labour office, with,

technical assistance from the central statistical office, has been holding
labour surveys fa-dce a year.;

;

; ,

In Mali,, the labour.office, with assistance from the statistical office,.

has made a general, census of employees, the results of which were published in

1968. '

;■;■'"■■■■■■....'

'

"....

:

.

.

■

..
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In Nigeria, the fallow:'.!:;; surveys have been made in the Western State:
one on the failure of school-levers
to find employment, one on employment and

salaries and one on labour.

'

■

-

"■-■-.'.. In Congo-Kinshasa/ it is proposed to compile sta±is.tics on employment, hours
of work, rates of"pay ;and sala.ry indices in additibn to the present statistics
on--social

security.

In Kenya, for the last few years an annual survey on employment in the.
"modern sector" has ti&en held.
However, to obtain a view of employment, in-.the.
country as- a-whole, it "was necessary to hold surveys outside the "modern sector"
of the economy.
Data ori the employment of fanners are drawn from the basic
statistics in agricultural surveys.
A sample survey on employment in small, non-

agricultural rural establishments was held in 1967* and another in I969.

These

surveys provided a fairly complete view of the country's employment situation.

In -Malawit a quarterly employment survey on: companies employing twenty
people or more was smarted in I967. ! It was extended to government agencies, iin.
1968 and the questions covered rates of pay and the number of persons employed.
In 1969 the questionnaire covered data for four quarters, arid-.furJ&eJ^Jruesiions
on the number of man-days were included.

In Mauritius.,' the half-yearly surveys on employotent and salaries introduced
in 1966 >iave been continued.: As anticipated, they are held in March and September,
and they provide data on employment, salaries, working hours and salary indices.
In 1968, a labour survey was made at the request of the economic planning office.
In Tanzania,

the results of the 1967 employment survey have 'been issued and

da£a is being collected for'the I96B survey^

' "'

!

In Botswana, a general census of employers was held at the beginning of I96B
to find out how many people were employed'and what they were paid.

The results

have already been published1as the labour survey for Botswana, 1067-6^.

In Lesotho,the only labour statistics compiled-are^ for migrant workers employed
in the mines of the H«publirs' of South Africa.
"'-■
!
In Swaziland,

bhe statistics office has recently taken over.- .th.e compilation

of employment statistics and intends to issue its first publication shortly.
5.

Statistics on enterprises

In the UAR, censuses of enterprises are held every three years, cove.ri_ri^;all
sectors except agriculture. % The last census of enterprises was in I967 and the
next will be in 1970.

':;

As regards industrial production,

data are collected every year from firms

employing ten people or more.
However, to provide data on the whole of the
country's industrial production, a supplementary census of industrial, production

was held'in 1967, covering all firms engaged'in mining, manufacturing or the
production of gas and electricity,

and employing less than ten people.

/CN.14/CA3.6A5
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made,

As regards nomenclature,. standard Arabic classifications have noiv.been
based on the United Nations international classifications, but with some lp.

amendments to take into aocoun'ts the country*s present and future needs.
In Libya, the annual suryey'.of manufacturing firms employing more than< 20;
people-and the annual survey,.p:F petroleum! companies continue regularly.
A:revised
classification of manufacturing industries, based on-the.standerd.international
classification of industries, was adopted in 1,969The results of the, annual
survey will henceforth be set'out in accordance with the revised classification.
As a follow-up to the preliminary workrO.^ industrial" production indiees-ia

196ft provisional indices for the years 1965 to 1968 have been computed, with 1964 as base year.
In Algeria,

the Ministry of Industry, and-Power and the unde^directprate ,of

statistics, are making effprt?, to improve the, co-ordination; of their work, on,., ...j.
industrial statistics.
The annual industrial survey, covering all industrial,
firms employing five people and more? continues.
The results of the 1965 and
19(56. surveys. h.a.yp, ,been published,, and the I967 and 1968 surveys will,.be issued

before" tlie end of the year./,",
Since 1968,

..

,, Li. ...

,

,.,:

■

■..,

-

. ~

-.; <

. ;

quarterly industrial surveys.,on ,the,.same .lines as the annual

surveys have^ been heldy-::;TW;r^^

quarter .of,

I969 have already"been published, and those of the second and third, quarters
Work is now in hand on a yearbook
will be issued before the end of the year.
of Algerian industry in,1968, £0 be published, before the:end of the year*
In Mo'rocdo, the annual economic survey is still bein- held.
It covers
approximately one. thousand of the lt5QQ enterprises.on. the card-index..
This
together wiih the licence duty register; now" provides a genera?. index^'Of .some :,

125,OOOr firms,. '.'....,'.

\ ...

,.., ;.

.'

,-. , ;.

:,,.

,

.- ;. . ,:-.

:■;

.t-.i:. ■

Twice a year a survey of economic trends is held among 5^0-600 enterprises.
Analysis of this survey makes it, possible, to,study eppopmip trends and provides
data, for computing ,the quarterly ;and annual, industrial ■ production;UndiO?s.,[.;.'Jlhis
year it is rintended to, hold a supplementary sample survey on the.oouniip/'js.. >,r, .

industrial structure; this will ooyer spine . 2, 200. enterprises and will. /be. carried

out during the year.

In ,Senegalt

a new .industrial production, i.ndex has, been, worked outyto.,coyer

develoipments in the country's industry. .

The.., weighting, coefficients are

..

.,; ,-.

calculated from the industrial censuses, and 1959 <has /been adopted as. base year.
Provisionallyj the old index is still being computed so that the old and.-thef.nei^
series of indices can be compared.

...-

...

■^■n ^i^Qria^ fairly .good data on annual diamond and iron-ore. put pat are

available, but none on manufacturing, ar;d building firms,. Prom.late" 196^7 "to .-,-m".
early 1968,. a survey among firms to collect data-on size, geographical lQcat^?P?
number .of persons employed, Lwagesf etcf was held.
It has now been decided tQ;r.'
collect these basic data monthly or quarterly and to compute indices of industrial
production.

In Mali, the survey on industry and trade in 1966-67 is being analysed and
preparations are in progress for the 1967-68 survey.
A card-index of firms
has been set up=

S/CN.14/CAS.6/15
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In Gha1?-., efforts +'o c^apile industrial statistics have "been continued
with a view to keeping the index of establishments up to date.
■

In Nigeria, reports on the annual industrial production census in

1964-65 and 1966 have been issued.

Because of current events, the X966 census

was held only in Lagos and in the Western and Northern regions.
The 1967 census
is being analysed and the I96S census has started. The quarterly survey among"
a limited number of industries is being continued.
...
.,.-]
In the Western State, surveys on small-scale industry and crafts have been
held in a few towns.
In the Central Western State data on industrial firms
employing 5 people or more are collected and analysed every half year.
■
' :
*n Congo-Kinshasa, a survey on industrial and mining production among firms
employing 10 people or more is held quarterly.
With bilateral assistance, it is
intended- to hold an industrial census, which may start at the beginning of the

year.1'":"

:

.....

;■

.

In Rwanda, data on the activities of enterprises,

.

are collected quarterly.

In 1963, an industrial survey was held with the help of the CESD trainees.

Within the Central African Economic and Customs Union work is in progress
on an accounting plan for industrial and commercial firms, which the member
States of OCAM have also decided to adopt.
Within the East African Economic Community continued efforts are being
made to co-ordinate and standardize statistics of industrial production.

In Kenja: a census of industrial production in I967 was held during 9.
To obtain date;, for I96B, 0, more Mmi + ed survey covering the major firms has been
held.
The card-index of establishments on which these surveys are based has now
been mechanised.

In Malawi,

it was decided in I967 to change the census of industrial

production into an annual economic survey covering all sectors of the economy

and all establishments employing 20 people or more.
is also made among major private building firms.

A quarterly building survey
■
"

ii^* data on sugar production continues to be collected.
In
the second industrial production census was held.
It covered more establishments
than the first survey and was designed to supply more detailed information for
improving estimates of the national product and for setting up an index of
:

industrial production-

The report on the second census may be issued during

the year.

*n Z^iSSniS?

■

the report of the I965 industrial survey'1 and the .19.6.7

■

directory of industries have been published.
Analysis of the I966 survey is
practically finished^ and the 1967 data are now being" analysed.
Monthly
surveys; on industrial production^continue,

I967 has been revised,

:

and the directory of industries for

'

'
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In Botswana, there has been little progress in collecting data on
industrial activities.
For the purposes Of national^accountingt ..;a "small survey

was held among enterprises concerning activities from 1964 to 1966-

. ,,..,..

-*-n Lesotho, the collection of data for the-annual census of production
continues.
The major difficulty arises from the fact that the enterprises
are not keeping paper records of their activities.

in Swaziland, the first production census started in October.1968,
It
covered manufacturing and building industries, and, to a lesser extent,, mines.
All firms employing 10 people or more were:included.- The data have been
analysed and the report is now being drafted.
6.

Agricultural

statistics

.......

In the UAR. the next agricultural census will be held in 1970.
Preparations
are now in progress in the Central Agency for Public Mobilization and Statistics
and the Ministry of Agricultures i:Agricultural censuses are taken every ten

years,, but the Ministry of Agriculture makes annual estimates.of "agricultural
production.
During the lust "two years, efforts have been made to improve the
method of collecting data.

In Libya, the estimates of agricultural production are based on those of
the smallest administrative units.
Estimates of- pricey paid to' producers for

agricultural commodities were;made for. the vears 1961^1967.
concerns in this field are,

for the moment,

The two major

improvement of current statistics

and^preparations for the 1970-71 agricultural census.
In Algeria, agricultural statistics are compiled by statistics s£aff. seconded
to'the Ministry of '-■■ Agriculture .and Agrarian Reform, • The data are not always
satisfactory and much'still needs; to be done to improve them,
.
... ,.„.

In Morocco,

the permanent agricultural census continues.

For the 1967-68 and

1968-69 crop seasons it Covered nearly 95 per cent of the country. In order to

circulate data on the country side more often, provisiona3
annually in some 600 douars.

igricuTtural survey is he
.

...

.

'

Apilot survey on livestock was held in 1967 and a second in 1968O
This
year the survey will cover a wider area and will provide detailsVof numbers
ahd'iiiain characteristics...,,....;
As part of the preparations for the 1971-72 agricultural census, a pilot
survey will be held in 1970, as-a. follow-up to the one .held thas. year- to test

the" census questionnaires.

-

■■■■

..

,-■■•" •

■

-.■■>.. "■'."'"■

."""■"■

^n1 Mauritania, it is planned to hold a survey. qn< agricultural production.
For the momentthe preparatory -work consists of a pilot survey wljich is now in
progress.

1^ Liberia, an agricultural survey in the Bong district was" held in 196?,
and the results were published the following year.
The I96B survey was held in
Bong and Nima districts and the I969 survey in Nima and Grand Bassa.
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In Mali, the annr?.? agricultural survey continues.

The provisional results

of the 196>63 survey have been published, and work is in progression the final
report. For the 1968-59 survey, the stratification of the sampling base has
been changed and from now on tho sample will cover two years. The survey now
contains.questions on demographic data and for a very slight increase in cost
will provide details on the country's demography. For the moment.-an agricultural
census project is under consideration and steps are to be taken to finance it.

Nigeria, has not yet decided whether it will take part in the World Census
of Agriculture, but meanwhile discussions are being held between -the Federal
Office of Statistics and other departments concerning the way in which the survey
should be held.

In the Benin area, a pilot agricultural survey was held during the 1966-6?

crop season as part of the preliminary work for the -ageiculiural- census to be
held in the whole Mid-West State,

.

In Congo-Kinshasa, the "'data on agricultural .production "collected 'by
quarterly questionnaires are still incomplete/This is also true of Rwanda,

where no accurate data are yet available on agriculture, fisheries or stockrearing

In Kenya, progress has been made in the regular collection of statistical
data from farmers. The surveys made: in this connexion are of-.twoJJcinds: a ^
sample survey to collect basic agricultural and employment data, and another ior
costs and prices,

.

,

;

,

■

;

The annual census of large farms continues regularly; another reguUr

agricultural survey is- the half-yearly census of cane-sugar farms, initially
designed taprovide data for projections of cane-sugar produGiioft, The area
surveys on stocks rear,ing are. tne most important new activity. These have
already been carried out in two regions, and others are planned shortly.

In Malawi, the pilot agricultural survey on the 1967-5a:crop:.season in the
traditionaT^icultural sector has been: successful. Field operations for- the
survey proper,

covering the 1968-69 crop season, are now m progress.-

In Tanzania, the report on the 1966 sample survey on areas in the lake
regions has been published. Production estimates and an analysis of prices paid
to producers have been made for 1967 and 1968. Preparations are now und?r way
for the 1970 world agricultural census programme.

In Botswana, an agricultural sample survey was held during the 1967-1969

crop season, and the results have already been published.

In 1969 a supple

mentary survey for the I96S-69 crop season was held. Valid data are beginning
to become available but a great deal is needed in the way of work and resources
before statistics in this area may be considered satisfactory.-

■

In Lesotho, preparations for the I969-7O agricultural census began in 1967.

In 1969,' two pilo* surveys on the winter and suipmer harvests were held.
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In Swaziland,

a plan for a series of sample surveys was adopted in

these will cover the whole country a'nd rwitl be held at the same time as the
world programme

7-

scheduled for

National accounts and related statistics

i±_^

In ^irbyay- irnl967, preparations for the second five-year plan made it
necessary to established provisional economic accounts for the years 1963-1967*
Later on.more detailed work'was ..done to improve the quality of the recentlypublished estimates.
Balance-of-payraent data formulated and published j'early;.
here too, an effort is being made to improve the quality of the data for the
years to come.

*n Algeria, national accounts for 19^5, 1966.and 1967 are being established.
The work is quite well advanced and some data have already been used in preparing

the four-year plan for 1970-1973.

. "

<

.

:.;

-.."'.... :

'.

' ■

In Senegal. work is in progress on the 1966-67 and 1968 accounts,
table of inter-industrial exchange,

.

on a

and for-:the.changeover from a.sectorial

breakdown of.aggregates to a breakdown by industryo

An office has recently been

set up within the statistics directorate, for surveys of economic trends and

economic budgets.. .

.

.

. :

, ,

.

.

,

•

In Mali, work on economic;jipcpunts pontinuesThe.1965-65 economic accounts
have been, published, the accounts for 1965-66 and 1966-67 are ready, ,and those
of 1967-^8 are in.progress.
A study of the balance of payments from 1964^65 to
1967-68 was published at the beginning of .this year. .
- . ,
In Liberia,

1964 accounts..

national

accounts have been established regularly since the

Work on the 1968..accpunts: is now. in .progress.

statistics are also compiled regularly every year.

The public finance

Statistics on the balance

of payments are being started again this year and data are being collected.
In Ghana,

.

the economic accounts are. now established from:the production

angle, and on,the basis of sectoriaj. studies.
l^y.next year, the 1963-1968 estimate
will be available,to check the accuracy of:.data obtained from the standpoint of

income, which had been used in previous-years.

statistics,

As regards public finance

compilation of local authority and public

enterprise.statistics to

provide data for the whole of the public sector has now begun.
Statistics on the balance of payments are the responsibility of tlie Bank., of
Ghana.
The collection of data for banking, statistics has been extended,to newly-

created banks, and this makes a great deal of information available to help in
analysing banking operations.

.

,

.

_

In Jfig_eria^eatimates of the,gross domestic product for 1965-66,1and 1966-67

have been made and the 1967-68 estimates will soon be ready.
Estimates of capita,
formation for the years I966 and 1967 are being made.
The report on the economir
analysis of government accounts in 1963-1965 has been published.
Analysis of the
1964-65 accounts is almost finished.
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. *n Congo-Kinshasa, planning requirements have made it necessary to estimate
the gross domestic product from the production and. not the income-angle" as hitherto.
Partial accounts for the years 1964,1966 and I96.7 have been made. Data on public
finances are collected from the Ministry of Finance and the Banque nationale du
Cojigo and published in the Bulletin trimestriel des statisticrues &§nerales.
Sta**
tistics on the balance of payments arg-gotnptrgd~'by 'th~e"BaricTue' nationals "flu "Congo.
In Rwanda, the gross domestics product for the years 1965 ■-t^ I967 has been
estimated* but much" information on consumption and agricultural production is still
lacking. Financial and balance-of^-payment statistics are compiled regularly*
In Bast Africa, the Secretariat of the East African Economic Community
has continued its endeavours to co-ordinate work on economic accounts and capital
formation*
Reports on the external public debt have been made halfpearly and
work on the:economic and functional .analysis of the Community's activities has"
continued.
Data on income tax levied in the Community have been checked and
analysed.
A systematic analysis of foreign exchange control data has been started.

*n Kenya; the economic accounts from the production angle have been revised
in accordance with the revised national accounting system.
Estimates of production
at constant prices have been published for-several years as from 1964*
A geo
graphical and functional sub-division has been made for multinational enterprises
within the Community.
In the non-monetary sector, the production activities taken
into.account include agriculture, forestry, fisheries/ building, water and real
estate.
There are still gape, but with additional information the estimates may
be improved.
The public sector is divided into four groups, each of which is '""
divided into two sub-groups: general government activities and enterprise
activites.

Several sources of data have been used in establishing the accounts.
the near future, work Will also be done on income distribution and price
statistics.

In

Fairly: good data are now available on stocks.
Work has started on-...an
input-output-analysis of the economy, with I967 as the reference year, to check
the consistency of existing accounts and obtain the usual coefficients needed for
development planning.

into 80 sub-groups.

'

For this purpose,

the economy of the country has been divided

The economic and functional analysis of central government accounts was
started some years ago, but it was only last-year that a similar analysis of
local authority accounts was made; this x*ill be made regularly from now on.
Bank statistics are compiled by the Central Bank and'now include statistics
on the credit market.
Efforts are being made to improve previous estimates on the
balance- of payments.'^ Surveysoon-tourdsits have beeji; extremely; useful; in
ingtourist income.
.-;.>■■■■.t .■-■■ -\c-^-L. p ;■<-■ ■-.-■- ;-.,■:■.■ v
W-\' ■ .-■ + ■■■■•■■■■
"
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In Malawi, the gross domestic product .tables for the -ears 1964 to/ 1967
have been established,' A food consumption survey has started, which,will. be.
used to revise the estimates^for the subsistence sector and to- inpro-ye". the
estimates-of expenditure on Consumption/ "As.regards bank statistics., -the
data collected from-the Reserve Bank are published regularly ever"'- month.
'
In Mauritius, the economic accounts for 1967 have bee published
On the
basis -of further data now'available, economic accounts since 1953 have been
revised.
Tables of balance of payments ^and capit'l formation for l?6f Vm.ve been

published,

as in previous trears,

. In .Tanzania., detailed-work, began in-'larch 196^ On the revising the economic
accounts and-a-more accurate series of data, on national" income and capital '"
formation will be available bv-'the end of. ther -::ear,
The revised serTes Vii'l cover

the years 1966 to 1968, Data on consumption expenditure and aggregates at constant
prices-will also be compiled, but-bv. another method, for -purposes of checking.,
■
In Botswana, the economic -accounts for the vear 1964 ■to 1966/ :-wh'i:ch -still
have many gaps; have been published.
A statistician is ■being' recruited to continue
and improve the accounts.
A fairly good series of bank statistics is now available.
There are -no statistics on the balance of. a^ments since there is no'frontier

_.wi±h. the Republic of South'Africa- and-the country-belongs to the 'tepublic's
monetary area,

. r

-;:•-•

In, -Lesotho., .--the- fi-r&t economic accounts/ covering the '-ears 1964-65 and

1965^-66, were-published: in. 1967O

-In. the 1966-67' accounts, published in 176^,

the estimated contribution of households in the rural sector to the gross ' '
domestic product was based on the latest results of the consumption and rural
household ^expenditure survev, and not,, as previous!-, on those of tha,_.196O
agricultural census.
The 1,966-67 aggregates.therefore has higher values,-which
were not comparable,with:thos:ek of. 1964^65 and 1965-66, because the base~ data; used
were, different.
Data have, been.; collected -and work is' i ft ^progress on the 1967-6$
accounts,.: So<ne additional data.-on transport that has been collected will be-'verr
useful in establishing the balance of payments.
Since the countr- belongs to''
the customs union and monetary area of the South African Republic, its balanceof-pavments statistics have,to be used with caution because the.i..co.n.tain wide
margins .of • error.
Banking statistics are collected ever" half ■»ear. ■''■■■;
'■ '
In Swaziland, work started in 1967 on the economic accounts and balance of
payments for the years I965-66 and 1966-67, which were published in December 196^,

For 1967-6^ the work, which started this ,^e.a*v _is ."based'bn -more detailed data
and covers, a vrider- field. ■ ■-;

^*

■ ■■■

■

"

■ '■

■

.- ■

Survey on consumption budget and price statistics
In..Libya,

■■

■

■ 1 -'

'

'

a^ two-stage sample survev- on household budgets., started, at the end

of 196S,-. covering .the two largest towns; Tripoli. and Benghazi,

Together these

represented 25 per cent of the country's total population and'70 per-cent of the
. urban.-population.' The data collected is being-analysed, end the results will
be published shortly.

-

•...,.
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The weekly retail price returns for agricultural commodities are being
continued, vrith some improvements.
Price data are published in yearbooks and
monthly bulletinsProgress has been made in working out the consumer price
index in Tripoli; the number of items taken into"account has been increased,
the method used for the price returns has been improved and the weighting
coefficients readjusted.

Regular wholesale price returns for some 400 items have been started,
and a wholesale price is to be computed.

In Algeria, a sample survey on consumption was held in 1967-68 among
10,000 ho iseholds.
Analysis of the data is in progress, and will probably
continue until 1970However, to meet planning requirements, partial results;
for Algiers have already been communicated to the Government.

Since the end of 1963, efforts have been made to improve the monthly
retail price index which has been issued regularly since 1967.
The results
of the consumption survey will also be used for this purpose.
Wholesale price
returns are made regularly.

'

'

In Morocco, preparations are being made for a consumption survey.
A
pilot survey was recently held in the province of Kenitra to test the question
naire and improve the sampling plan.
Price returns are still being made and indices EBCh as the cost-of-

living and wholesale and retail price indices in Casablanca are still being
computed.

In Mau-'itaniaf

consideration is being given to a survey on budget and

consumption, meanwhile, preparations are being made for a preliminary pilot,.
project.
In Senegal, European-type family consumptipn index and an
index of family consumption in African households have been computed.

Work is
also in progress on an index of the cost of living for technical assistance .
families,
,.
'

In Liberia, retail price returns are made every month and the consumer.,
price indices are computed quarterly, the base period being September-November

1964j

Wholesale price returns are also made and wholesale prices indices are

now available.

In the Western State of Nigeria, a study has been made to assess the .
quality of the price data currently in use by the various state agencies.
In
a number of towns in the Mid-West State, price returns continue to be made and
used regularly.

In Congo-Kinshasa, a survey on household budgets was held in Kinshasa,
with bilateral technical assistance.
It was based.on the data provided by
the socio-economic survey of I967, and covered 1,600 households.
When the
results are available in 1970, the weighting coefficients of the family consumer
price index for nationals in Kinshasa will be revised.
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Price returns are made and indices such as retail price, wholesale"'
price and consumer household price indices for Kinshasa and Lumumbashi are
computed.

.;_,.,,...-.

In Rwanda, a ..survey on budget and consumption is under considerationit will cover both -rural and urban areas and will last about 'two years. For
the time being, retail price returns are made regularly in the provincial
capitals.: " At Kigali, returns are also made on wholesale and building equipment
prices. Because there are no data on weighting coefficients, there is no cost
of living- index,

:

-

•-■ -:

In Kenya, a new series of surveys on household budgets began at the end

of 1968.

During 1968, work in the three principal towns will be finished.

Because-of limited' resources/ the survey will not cover all the rural areas
at once but will be staggered.

■:■-:■-■

•

.

-

.

->

::,

In Malawi, a sample survey on consumption expenditure mainly in the "'urban

sector was made in I96R-69.

Results are expected at the end of 1969.

Two consumer price indexes are computed regularly, one for the low-income

and one for the high-income group, monthly for Blantyre and quarterly for

Limbe.

In 1968 work: started on a wholesale p'rice index for government purchases.

In Mauritius.: monthly returns are made for most commodities in the urban
and rural areas, and consumer price indices are published regularly every month,

,'. ^ Tanzania, a- nation-wide household budget survey started in December 1968.
Field work is still in progress and the final report will be available only.

m 1971. The survey covers some 2,500 households stratified according to
income, and its aim is to supply data on private consumption, the weighting
Coefficients of price indices,, and the demand for goods.

Work on the retail price index for employees at Dar-es-Salaam and! on ;.tbe
cost-of-living index for medium-grade government officials at Dar-es-Salaam
continues.

In Botswana, - a series of surveys on household income and expenditure has
been started in towns and villages. The surveys, which began in two centres
at the beginning of 1968, are now finished; two other surveys are in progress
and two further ones will be held towards the end of this year. These surveys
will provide, inter alia, data for the weighting coefficients of future retail
price indices.

■

Since March 1969 systematic returns on the retail prices of a great many items
throughout,the country have been made. These returns will now be made regularly

and will supply data for computing pripe indices.

In Lesotho, a survey on consumption and expenditure in rural areas
was held from early 1967 to 1969. The country was divided into three areas
each of which was covered for 12 months. The data from the survey is now '
being used.

Price returns for the major -gricultural commodities are still made. "'"'■
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Foreign trade

statistics

In the UAR^, foreign trade statistics were one.of the country's very first
statistical activities, ana aavd. un imports and exports are available from, the
year I884.
Monthly ana annual publications on the country's foreign trade are
issued.
As from July 19^o> rtcps have been taken to compile the foreign trade
statistics in accoruauoc m.: i,u ony ai»*ndard Arabic commodity classification.
In Li by'a, foreign, trade data based on customs documents is till compiled end
Efforts are being made to improve the JLayrout
issued quarterly and annually.
of data in accordance with the nomenclature of commodities,country of .origin, etc.
Indicies of foreing trade have been computed for imports and major exports
for the period 1962-1967, .with, 1962 as the base year.
_..,-.
-' "In Algeria, the customs, authority, with technical assistance from the subdirectbra-te"of statistics, regularly circulates the principal figures of foreign

trade-

Efforts still have to be made before the quarterly indices of external

trade are available regularly and rapidly.

..

;

In Korocoo, work on the compilation of foreign trade statistics continues.

Indices of tliJ'voluQie anjl unit value of foreign t^ade are. being computed.
In Ifeuri'tania,

a trade survey has been made with, bilateral technical.

assistanc'eT Y"Te hoped to publish the results of this survey in the I96B
statistical yG^V.?ok.f which will appear before, the end of this year.

In Senegal, fcroign trade data still contain a great many errors, particularly
as regards th^*"o^-_i'-;iy L;--vra.db"<^ith its'1 partners in the West-Ji£rifc^Customs, and
Economic.:Union,

..':■■

'

;;;

.

..,..

'-

■In Libert, . foreign trade statistics are still the office's main, statistical

series,
si^^"-1' <*-" 96?, 'p^^^t-a^ efforts have been made to-' improve'the quality
and use of tho dc/ta and to increase the number of products for which specific
data ar!e supplied-.-

"

.

_.__ ..... .,.

In Ghana, tin indices of che value and volume of exports were revised after

it had been decided to take. 19^8 as a new base year for better representation

of the current'foreign tra^c position,
consequently, had."to., be 're-computed.

The indices for the otTier"years have

..

....

'

In Co^-Kinshagf,r fc-oign trade statistics are published monthly.

Changes

' have been made'"to statistics on origin and destination1"^? 'go'ods as.from I96T.
and the composition of the import utilization groups has been reviser*.

■''" In/Ruanda, '.the".work'fof. compiling foreign *rade,. statistics continues..-

At the Soor--i,ariat of the East African Econ0ml6 Community, foreign trade
statistics ar- atill compiled on a routine basis. As regards foreign trade indices,
work has been started to base the computations on 1964/as referenc.e,..year and to
revise the methods of establishing the indices. Whereas;the previous series of
indices used -tho-majority'of-imports and "exports'-as abas&for computation,: the
new series is basod on a given number of products o as to eliminate certain
variations in unit value which have no relation to real price variations.
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"In'Malawi, a computer has been in service since the end of I966 and has
considerably reduced the time required for the publication of foreign trade

statistics and improved the quality. The reports are made monthly. In I96B,
the volume and unit-value indices of imports were revised and import indices were
established for first time, 1967 being taken as the base year for both indices.
In Mauritius, import and export statistics are compiled in accordance
the standard international trade classification.

with

In Tanzania, the work of compiling foreign trade statistics continues; the

1967 annual reports and the monthly reports for I968 have already been issued.
In Botswana, it has been possible to make estimates of imports for the

year 1967 by major SITC category.

Detailed data are still lacking; thisTs ' '

a serious handicap which every attempt is being made to overcome.

Ih Lesotho, the'foreign trade data for I966 and I967 have' been published.
Absence of customs posts at the South African border makes it hard to determine
trade by country, and the direct imports known represent only a Small fi-ectibn
of the total imports.
-'

r-.
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In Swaziland', the^ compilation" of foreign trade statistics sorted' in'1966'
and continued in 1967; in I96B an attempt was made to improve certain import
data. In I969 the major concern was trade by country.
The la-'k of customs posts between Botswana and the Republic of South
Africa makes it very hard to work out specific data for foreign trade.
10.

Miscellaneous

Apart from the fields of activity covered in the preceding paragraphs,
brief mention should be made of various other activities by statistical offices

in the region.

As regards transport statistics, data from' rail, sea and air

companies have been used, as in the past.
Endeavours have been made to set up
or arrange for the setting up of car-fleet card-indexes, on the development

of which reports have been made regularly. When necessary, road traffic surveys
have been held to supplement the data provided by road counts. In other cases,
surveys have been made on transport costs with a view to obtaining data for the

economic accounts.

At the secretariat of the Sast African Economic Community, an important
piece of work has been started. The rail network of the Community has been
divided into several areas and reports drafted to show flows of the various

groups and sub-groups of products between the areas.

Another study has been made, on economic analysis of the cost of various

methods of transport, and yet another on the average delays on the Community's
rail network and seasonal freight variations in the region.
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As regards information processing,

the number of centres and the capacity of

the equipment increase regularly.
Offices without equipment rent it when they
need to process-data from population censuses or other surveys*
Those with
traditional equipment are considering the purchase of a'computer and those already
using a computer are looking for a one better suited to the increasing volume of

their work.

For the time being,

only the lack of programmers and analysts would

seem to present a certain handicap to expanding information processing centres.

As regards publications, endeavours have been made to improve the circula
tion of statistics.
The time taken to produce publications ha§.increasingly been
reduced and the periodicity of documents has been stabilized.
A great many sta
tistical offices., including the most under-privileged as regards staff and
physical resources, manage at least to publish a regular monthly or .quarterly
bulletin, reports on foreign trade and a statistical yearbook in addition to the
provisional and final reports on their surveys and censuses.
In larger offices,

industrial output,
economic trends,

there are in addition regular regular publications on

the car fleet, national accounts, the balance of payments,

etc.

Considerable progress has been made in the region as a whole,

but a great

deal remains to be done, especially in improving the quality and l.^y-cait of data.

